
Talk 1. Cassie Nicholas X Warner Textile Archive
Collaboration
Winner of the BBC and Netflix programme Design Masters
Cassie Nicholas will be talking about her experience of
working with the Warner Textile Archive and the launch of
their collaboration of a small homeware range. Inspired by
the designs by artist Eva Crofts the talk will include a first
glimpse of the products, the collaboration process of
working with the Warner Textile Archive and the chance
to see the original works by Eva Crofts.

Talk 2. The re-creation of the 1930s chair on the 
Queen Mary Ocean Liner by The Upholstery Skills Centre
The Queen Mary Ocean Liner was Britain’s premiere ocean
liner from 1936 – 1967. Sailing between New York and
Southampton, the decadent liner featured several Warner
and Sons fabrics within its interiors. This talk will explore
some of the textile designs and furniture on board the
Queen Mary as well as the process and techniques used to
create the replica chair which will be on display for that
day only.

Workshop. Twining with Catherine Tregaskes       
Inspired by the Archive’s colours and designs, Catherine
will be doing an introductory workshop on the twining
technique with paper string often used in basket weaving.
Catherine is a basket-maker using willow as her preferred
material. She teaches beginners basketry courses at
various locations and has won the Worshipful Company of
Basketmakers Basketry of the Year competition.

Warner Textile Archive Store Tour by 
Archivist Sophie Jemma
A unique opportunity to have a behind the scenes look at
the archive store and vast range of designs in one of the
remaining original buildings of the Warners and Sons Mill. 

The Braintree Textile Industry Tour at Braintree Museum
by Collections and Exhibitions Curator Claire Willetts                                                            
This tour will discuss and show the rich textile heritage in
Braintree exploring the influence and legacies of textile
giants Courtaulds and Royal Warrant holders Warner &
Sons including a chance to see the newly opened Warner
& Sons Gallery.                                                   

PROGRAMME
Ticket holders will attend all sessions in their allocated groups with a lunch provided. 
There will be ample opportunity for retail therapy at the Museum and Archive Shops

in between the session and throughout the day. 


